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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSSION 

 

The language used by gays gradually improved. It does not have any 

boundaries to be limited. In the social context, gays are very taboo in some of 

countries meanwhile the others are accepting. Also, in Indonesia gays are still 

very taboo and gays are very seldom to show who they are. Therefore, they are 

trying to show their existence by doing many things. 

The language used by gays is one of their existences. In the 1995s era,  

KBG has 330 words noted in the dictionary. Unfortunately, the language used by 

gay in KBG there is no improvement or another refresh treatment to show the 

people that there are new vocabularies in gay language. Meanwhile, the new 

vocabularies are growing up by the following time. 

While gay language is broadening by the following time, the 

technological era digitalized most of the facilities in the world. In this case, the 

communication of gays is not only by speech but also more sophisticated in social 

media. It can be general social media such as Facebook, WA, BBM or specific 

social media for gay only such as Jack’D. As long as the research, the researcher 

prove that the language in KBG by Gaya Nusantara nowadays is seldom to use. 

Among 330 words, only 29 words are used by gays nowadays. 

On the other hand, there are many new languages by gays in social 

media. The contribution of gay language from Jack’D is mostly taken from 

English. There are many new gay words in Indonesia that is applied in Jack’D. 
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However, the broadening of local gay language is coming from Facebook. 

Meanwhile in WA and BBM, most of the language used is coming from the 

implication of language used by gays in Facebook and Jack’D. 

Because of the phenomenon above, the using of gay language in social 

media has different situation. Generally, the situations of language used by gay 

are classified into three phases. The first situation is as general situation. The gay 

language used are specifically for the introduction such as “where do you stay” 

“are you bot or top” or statement that shows in the profile of Jack’D such as “I 

only need hunky chi for my BF”. The second situation is follow-up phase that 

contains of more detail from the conversation. After knowing each other at glance, 

gays in social media will ask more detail about the one who they like. The topic is 

free; based on the things they like such as asking this question “how many BF you 

ever had?” or this statement “Oh come on. I just know you yesterday. I don’t 

wanna do ONS. I need an LTR”. Then, the third situation is decision phase. Most 

of conversation in Jack’D and Facebook are short. It can be in the long term 

conversation, but it will be very seldom. The researcher makes the third situation 

phase as decision phase because after introducing each other, then continue to talk 

or chatting another topic, the next condition is deciding to continue or stop the 

conversation. Then, in this situation, there are some terms of gay language used. 

The example of third situation is like “fun yuk, 1on1” or “kopi darat yuk”.  

 


